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Preface
This booklet contains a collection of the most popular Carrier hymns with detailed 

explanations intended for the use of people who do not have a good understanding 
of the language. Each hymn is followed by a connected English translation. In 
addition, every word is glossed and every line is translated. Footnotes provide more 
detailed explanations of a variety of points.  In addition to the hymns,  the Ten 
Commandments and the Trinitarian Formula are included.

Most of the hymns were written by Father Adrien-Gabriel Morice who was posted 
in Fort Saint James from 1885 to 1904, and first published in syllabics in the 1904 
first edition of the Prayerbook. Amazing Grace and Silent Night were translated by 
the Carrier Bible Fellowship in the 1960s and first published in the Carrier 
Linguistic Committee writing system. They are printed here in both the CLC system 
and syllabics.

All of these materials are in the Stuart Lake dialect. The footnotes include 
comments on differences between this dialect and other dialects.  

The syllabic version of the materials also in the Prayerbook is not in every respect 
identical to the Prayerbook text, for two reasons. One is that the language has 
changed in small respects since the composition of the Prayerbook and that we here 
follow the current pronunciation. The other is that although Father Morice, who 
created the Prayerbook,  was aware of the existence of the glottal stop, in practice he 
often failed to detect glottal stops. Glottal stops are written here even if they are not 
present in the Prayerbook text.

Songs that are translations from English are not always exact translations - the 
translators have often attempted to preserve the spirit of the song and to make 
Carrier lyrics sound good at the expense of not sticking closely to the English. The 
translations we give here may therefore differ from the English originals because 
they follow the Carrier version closely.

The word-by-word translations do not assume any knowledge of Carrier grammar. 
The footnotes deal with more specific or advanced points and in some cases will 
only make sense to those with a basic knowledge of Carrier grammar. Recognizing 
that readers may wish to find out about one particular hymn, there is some repetition 
of explanation between hymns, but the reader who wishes to obtain the greatest 
understanding should work through the booklet from begining to end.
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'Alha 'I Be    [With the Truth] ᐧᐊᘳᐧᐉᗫ 1

'alha 'i be sdzi hoont'icho:

 ᐧᐊᘳ ᐧᐉ ᗫ ᔆᙌ ᐯᐣᗦᙜ
truly it by means of2 my heart3 it is very happy4

My heart is very happy with the truth.

ookw'essi' 'en 'awet ust'i.

 ᐁᘁᗓᔆᙒᐧ  ᐧᐈᐣ ᐧᐊᗓᐪ ᐅᔆᗦ
I love him5 he behold I have

I love him; behold, I have him.

Sizi dich'oh sghudaninya',

  ᙒᙄᑔᘝᑋ ᑔᘝᑋ ᔆᗌᑕᘆᐣᘓᐧ
Jesus himself6 he entered me7

Jesus himself has entered me.

1 In the Prayerbook, this hymn, no. 12,  is given the title Nezait'ai hukw'ilh'az 'et  
wheni ᙅᐉᗧᐉ ᐳᘁᗔᒡᐧᐊᙆ ᐧᐈᐪ ᗙᘆ “for after we have received it in our mouths”, an 
explanation of the fact that this hymn is intended to be sung after Communion, but 
it is not generally known by this title in the community. Curiously, it was omitted 
from the index of hymns in the Prayerbook.

2 Notice that “by means of” follows “it”. Carrier does not have prepositions. Rather, 
it has postpositions, which follow the noun phrase that they go with, in this case 
the pronoun “it”.

3 This consists of the stem dzi “heart”, which like other body parts may not be used 
by itself, and the first person singular possessive prefix s “my”.

4 This form consists of hoont'i “it is happy” plus the suffix -cho “big”
5 “I love” with no object marker is k'essi'. When the third person singular object 

marker oo is prefixed to it, the initial k' becomes kw'. Compare nk'essi' “I love you 
(one person)”.

6 Carrier has only one intensive pronoun in the third person; dich'oh can translate as 
“himself”, “herself”, or “themselves” depending on context.

7 This is strictly speaking a form of the verb “for one person to walk on one pair of 
limbs”. Here it is used, as it often is, as a generic verb of motion rather than in its 
literal sense.
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'awet sdzi yo whut'i suli!

 ᐧᐊᗓᐪ  ᔆᙌ  ᘏ  ᗘᗦ ᙐᘦ
behold my heart within he dwells it has become

Behold! He has come to dwell within my heart.

yunka ndulcho humoodih 'en

 ᘐᐣᗺ ᐣᑐᑊᙜ ᐳᘈᑔᑋ  ᐧᐈᐣ
earth all over its boss8 he9

He who is the ruler of the entire earth.

tez'en hoonts'i sts'uk'unadaih:

 ᗟᙆᐧᐈᐣ  ᐯᐣᙫ ᔆᙩᗽᘇᑕᐉᑋ
I am wretched10 although he visits me

He visits me though I am wretched.

ya cha yun cha yat'enne cha

  ᘓ  ᙠ  ᘐᐣ  ᙠ  ᘓᗥᐣᘅ  ᙠ
sky also land also angels also

the sky and the land and the angels

8 This is the areal possessive form of moodih “boss”. The areal form is used when 
the possessor is an area, as in this case, a space, or a period of time. The underlying 
form of the areal possessive prefix is wh(u), but when the noun stem begins with a 
labial consonant (a sound in which the narrowing of the vocal tract is at the lips, 
such as b or m), wh becomes h.

9 This is the human singular pronoun. Depending on context, it may be equivalent to 
“he” or “she”.

10 In the Stuart Lake dialect, when the first person singular subject marker s combines 
with the l valence prefix (as seen in tel'en “he is wretched”), the result is z. In the 
Southern dialects the result is lhu, so the equivalent form is telhu'en. In Babine-
Witsuwit'en, the result is gl, so the equivalent form is tegl'en.
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ts'iyawh buch'a moodih sulhtsi!

 ᙫᘓᐁᑋ ᗪᘡ  ᘈᑔᑋ ᙐᒡᙥ
all against them11 boss he made me12

He has made me ruler of all of them

sba dasintsai da', Sizi Gri,

 ᔆᗭ ᑕᙒᐣᙦᐉ ᑕᐧ  rᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ
for me13 you died past Jesus Christ14

Jesus Christ, you died for me.

'aw soohoolcho 'inja lhninzun;

 ᐧᐊᐁ ᙎᐯᑊᙜ  ᐧᐉᐣᘛ ᒡᘆᐣᙂᐣ
not15 big enough you did you did not think16

You did not think that you had done enough

sdzi yo onda ninzun huwa,

ᔆᙌ ᘏ ᐃᐣᑕ  ᘆᐣᙂᐣ ᐳᗕ
my heart within you sit you think because

Because you hope to be in my heart

11 This is the postposition ch'a “against” inflected for third person duo-plural object. 
In the Southern dialects, the equivalent form is hubuch'a.

12 Two Carrier verbs correspond to English “make”. This one means “to transform, 
change into”. It does not describe creation. The verb form meaning “he made me” 
in the sense of “he created me” is 'usinla.

13 This is the postposition ba “for” inflected for first person singular object.
14 A more conservative pronunciation is Sizi Gli since prior to contact Carrier did not 

have the r sound.
15 There is no syllabic character for syllable-final w so 'aw is written as if it were 

'aoo.
16 lhninzun is the second person singular imperfective negative. Like many other 

verbs that describe states rather than actions, the imperfective negative is not made 
in the usual way (if it were, “you do not think” would be lhnuzinzun); instead, it 
made like the perfective negative of action verbs.
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nezulyoocho 'inla inle'.

ᘅᙂᑊᘎᙜ   ᐧᐉᐣᘧ ᐉᐣᘥᐧ
Eucharist17 you made it was

you made the Eucharist

'i gha 'andit nts'en'a subah

 ᐧᐉ  ᗏ  ᐧᐊᐣᑔᐪ ᐣᙪᐣᐧᐊ ᙐᗭᑋ
it on account of now how I wonder18

Now I wonder how for this

ts'ih'unun'a k'ekedosni'?

 ᙫᑋᐧᐅᘄᐣᐧᐊ ?ᗾᗸᑎᔆᘆᐧ
correctly I thank19

I can thank you properly

sze tewhutsun, sdzi za lhtus whe

 ᔆᙃ ,ᗟᗘᙣᐣ  ᔆᙌ ᙅ ᒡᗞᔆ ᗙ
my mouth it is weak20 my heart only it is strong while

My mouth is weak, only my heart is strong and

17 nezul means “our souls”. Compounded with yoo “medicine”, the result means 
“sacrament”. Adding cho “big” yields “the big sacrament”, which is to say, the 
Eucharist.

18 subah is an invariant particle, not a verb. To say “I wonder how/when/where etc.” 
subah is added after the question word.

19 k'ekedosni' is the  first person singular optative affirmative of “to thank”. The 
optative form of the verb is used in a variety of situations whose common property 
is that the speaker is not sure about what will happen. The corresponding 
imperfective (approximately, present tense) form is k'ekedusni. This verb is a 
compound of k'eke “grattitude, friendship” and the verb “to say”.

20 The third person singular of “to be weak” that we use when talking about a person 
or about most things is tetsun. tewhutsun contains the areal agreement  marker 
wh(u), which is used when the thing described is an area, a space, as in this case, or 
a period of time.
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soo tubecho k'ekeninzun

 ᙎ  ᗞᗫᙜ ᗾᗸᘆᐣᙂᐣ
really very it is grateful21

it is very, very grateful.

Translation

My heart is very happy with the truth. I love him; behold, I have him.
Jesus himself has entered me. Behold, he has come to dwell in my heart.
Although I am wretched, he who is the lord of the entire earth visits me.
He has made me the boss of the sky and the land and the angels, all of 
them.
You died for me, Jesus Christ, but you did not think that you had done 
enough.
Because you hope to be in my heart, you made the Eucharist.
Now I wonder how I can thank you properly for this.
My mouth is weak, only my heart is strong, and I am very, very grateful.

21 This verb is a compound of k'eke “grattitude, friendship” and the verb whose third 
person singular imperfective affirmative is ninzun “to think”.
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'Ulhdzis Whudizti'  ᐧᐅᒡᙌᔆ ᗘᑔᙇᗠᐧ  [Silent Night]

'Ulhdzis whudizti' t'ewhudusnih

ᐧᐅᒡᙌᔆ ᗘᑔᙇᗠᐧ ᗥᗘᑐᔆᘆᑋ

night it is important22 it is silent23

The night is important, it is silent.

Yat whudizghel whe hoot'en suli'

ᘓᐪ ᗘᑔᙇᗍᑊ ᗙ ᐯᗥᐣ ᙐᘦᐧ 

sky it is calm24 while it shines it has become

The sky is calm and has become bright.

Sak'usda ooyaz 'et huzke

ᙓᗽᔆᑕ ᐁᘓᙆ ᐧᐈᐪ ᐳᙇᗸ 

virgin25 her son26 there the two of them are 
sitting27

The Virgin and her son are there.

22 dizti' means “it is important, expensive, sacred”. whudizti' is the areal form, used in 
this case because a night is an extent of time.

23 t'edusnih means “it is silent”. t'ewhudusnih is the areal form, used in this case 
because a night is an extent of time.

24 whudizghel is the areal form of “it is calm”. -i is the non-human relativizing suffix, 
which indicates that this is the verb of a relative clause, that is, that it modifies a 
noun phrase. 

25 sak'usda literally means “she sits apart”. This refers to the custom, no longer 
practiced, where a girl, on becoming physically mature, went to stay in a separate 
little house.

26 Carrier has two words for “son”. -yaz and -ye'. As the hyphens indicate, they are 
not free-standing words but must be possessed or part of a more complex word. 
The word used here, -yaz, refers to a son from the point of view of his mother. -ye'  
refers to a son from the point of view of his father. ooyaz consists of the third 
person singular possessive prefix oo- plus the stem of “son”. The prefix oo is used 
only in the Stuart Lake and Stoney Creek dialects. In all other dialects  the 
corresponding prefix is bu, so “her son” is buyaz.
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Ts'oodun dizti'-un lhe'nildzoo'yaz

ᙧᑐᐣ ᑔᙇᗠᐧ-ᐅᐣ  ᘱᐧᘆᑊᙈᐧᘓᙆ

child28 who is important29 how beautiful it is30

How beautiful is the holy child's little face!

Yak'uz whudizghel-i besinti

ᘓᗽᙆ ᗘᑔᙇᗍᑊ-ᐉ ᗫᙒᐣᗠ 

heaven which is calm you lie down within

Sleep in calm heaven.

27 The prefixes that mark the subject of Carrier verbs distinguish between the dual 
(two) and plural (three or more) only in first person. That is, there is a distinction 
between “we (two)” and “we (three or more)” but not between “you (two)” and 
“you (three or more)” or between “the two of them” and “the three or more of 
them”. The reason we translate huzke as “the two of them are sitting” is that Carrier 
has three different verbs “to sit”: for one person to sit, for two people to sit, and for 
three or more people to sit. huzke means “the two of them are sitting”, while 
hudilhts'i means “the three or more of them are sitting”. These are examples of a 
number-restricted verbs.

28 ts'oodun “child” is used only in the Stuart Lake dialect.  Possessive forms cannot 
be made from ts'oodun. Instead, possessive forms of “child” are made from the 
stem -uzkeh, e.g. suzkeh "my child".  In the Southern dialects “child” is ski or skui.

29 -un is the human singular relativizing suffix, which indicates that this verb 
modifies a human singular noun.

30 lhe'nildzoo' yaz “how beautiful is his little face!” is the admirative counterpart of 
ninzoo “it (round)  is beautiful”. Only a minority of verbs have admirative forms. 
These are basic descriptive verbs such as “to be large”, “to be small”, and “to be 
slender”. The verbs that have admirative forms are the same as the verbs that have 
distinct comparative forms. The translation “how beautiful he is!” is in one respect 
misleading. Whereas in English such expressions cannot modify nouns (it is not 
possible to say in English”She has a how beautiful he is! new baby.”), in Carrier 
admirative verb forms can modify nouns, e.g. Dune lhe'uljiz-un ki ut'i. “She 
married a man who is oh so tall.” This particular form also contains the classifier 
prefix n, which is used when the thing desribed is something round. In this context, 
when the verb seems to refer to a person, we infer that the reference is actually to 
his or her face. The suffix -yaz “little” has been added to the verb.
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Yak'uz whudizghel-i besinti

ᘓᗽᙆ ᗘᑔᙇᗍᑊ-ᐉ ᗫᙒᐣᗠ 

heaven which is calm you lie down within

Sleep in calm heaven.

'Ulhdzis whudizti' t'ewhudusnih

ᐧᐅᒡᙌᔆ  ᗘᑔᙇᗠᐧ ᗥᗘᑐᔆᘆᑋ
night it is important it is silent

The night is important, it is silent.

'Usbai ghunli-ne whehunilhjoot

ᐧᐅᔆᗭᐉ ᗌᐣᘦ-ᘅ ᗙᐳᘆᒡᘔᐪ

shepherds31 they became afraid

The shepherds were frightened.

Yak'usda oots'uhayandi 'awet 'iltsai

ᘓᗽᔆᑕ  ᐁᙩᑋᘓᐣᑔ  ᐧᐊᗓᐪ ᐧᐉᑊᙦᐉ

God light went out from him now it appears32

The light that went out from God now appears.

Ndulcho whe bunat bubedindi

ᐣᑐᑊᙜ ᗙ ᗪᘇᐪ ᗪᗫᑔᐣᑔ

all over while around them it shines upon them

It shines upon them and envelopes them.

31 'usbai is “sheep”, ghunli “he cares for”, so 'usbaighunline means “those who care 
for sheep”.

32 This verb refers only to light, e.g. the appearance of the sun at dawn.
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Sizi Gri neulhyis-un whuzdli

 r  ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ -  ᘅᐅᒡᘒᔆ ᐅᐣ  ᗘᙇᘬ
Jesus Christ our saviour33 he was born

Jesus Christ our saviour was born.

Sizi Gri neulhyis-un whuzdli

 r  ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ -  ᘅᐅᒡᘒᔆ ᐅᐣ  ᗘᙇᘬ
Jesus Christ our saviour he was born

Jesus Christ our saviour was born.

'Ulhdzis whudizti' t'ewhudusnih

ᐧᐅᒡᙌᔆ  ᗘᑔᙇᗠᐧ ᗥᗘᑐᔆᘆᑋ
night it is important it is silent

The night is important, it is silent.

Yat whudizghel whe hoot'en suli'

ᘓᐪ ᗘᑔᙇᗍᑊ ᗙ ᐯᗥᐣ ᙐᘦᐧ

sky it is calm while it shines it has become

The sky is calm and has become bright.

Sizi Gri neba be hoot'en suli'

ᙒᙄ ᐟrᐉ ᘅᗭ ᗫ ᐯᗥᐣ ᙐᘦᐧ

Jesus Christ our Father by means of it is light it has become

It has become light through our Father Jesus Christ.

33 Literally, “the one who saves us”. neulhyis is “he saves us”. To this we add the 
human singular relativizing suffix -un “one who”.
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Yenek'entsi' whunenulhtun

ᘑᘅᗾᐣᙥ ᗘᘅᘄᒡᗞᐣ

his love of us34 it explains things to us

His love of us guides us.

Yeunzoo-i be naneonket

ᘑᐅᐣᙀ-ᐉ ᗫ ᘇᘅᐃᐣᗸᐪ

grace by means of he has redeemed us35

He has redeemed us through grace.

Sizi Gri neulhyis-un whuzdli

 r  ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ -  ᘅᐅᒡᘒᔆ ᐅᐣ  ᗘᙇᘬ
Jesus Christ our saviour he was born

Jesus Christ our saviour was born.

Sizi Gri neulhyis-un whuzdli

 r  ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ -  ᘅᐅᒡᘒᔆ ᐅᐣ  ᗘᙇᘬ
Jesus Christ our saviour he was born

Jesus Christ our saviour was born.

34 This is a noun derived from a verb and literally means “that by means of which he 
loves us”. The underlying verb is nek'entsi' “he loves us”. 

35 Literally, “he has bought us back”. This word is mis-spelled nenaonket in some 
hymnals.
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Be Yaidlane Ba Ts'ujun  ᗫ ᘓᐉᘭᘅ ᗭ ᙩᘗᐣ [Hymn 
for the Dead]

Title

Be Yaidla-ne Ba Ts'ujun

ᗫ ᘓᐉᘭᘅ ᗭ ᙩᘗᐣ

by means of36 dead people37 for we sing38

That by means of which we sing for the dead.39

36 In Carrier one does not “sing a song”; rather one “sings by means of a song”, so the 
counterpart of the English direct object is a postpositional phrase headed by the 
postposition be “by means of”, e.g. Neyun be hujun “They're singing our song.”

37 yaidla-ne is based on yaidla, which means “he died as part of a group”. As a  verb, 
it is more common to see the third person plural yahadla “they died as a group”, 
but nominalizations such as this are made by adding the suffix -ne to the third 
person singular of the verb. This verb for dying in a group is used in describing 
deaths in epidemics and other such large groups, but may be used when only three 
or four people die in the same event. One might expect “the dead” to be dazsai-ne 
but the noun yaidla-ne does not inherit the restriction to groups of people who died 
at the same time from the verb that it is based on.

38 This is the first person plural imperfective affirmative of “to sing”.  The first person 
plural also has an indefinite sense so this could equally well be translated “one 
sings”.

39 Nouns meaning “that by means of which such-and-such is done” are formed by 
prefixing be- to the appropriate verb form, e.g. bets'ujun “fiddle”, literally “that by 
means of which we sing”, based on ts'ujun “we sing”, be'dutl'us “paint brush”, 
literally “that by means of which he paints”, based on 'udutl'us “he paints”. In this 
case, which is unusual, such a noun is formed not just from a verb but from the 
entire phrase yaidla-ne ba ts'ujun “we sing for the dead”.
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Hymn

O Ndo-Neba neoozilhts'ai 

ᐃ  ᐣᑎ-ᘅᗭ ᘅᐁᙄᒡᙬᐉ 

O Father Above40 listen to us41

O Heavenly Father, listen to us.

Soocho nyoon dazsai-un oolaoneh 

ᙎᙜ ᐣᘎᐣ ᑕᙆᙓᐉ-ᐅᐣ ᐁᘧᐃᘅᑋ

would that that near you42 one who has died43 you help him44

would that you help that dead person

'Et wheni nts'utenazdudli

ᐧᐈᐪ  ᗙᘆ ᐣᙩᗟᘇᙆᑐᘬ 

that for the purpose of45 we pray to you46

we pray to you for that

40 The basic meaning of ndo is “above, up high”. It is used as a prefix to names with 
the meaning of “Saint”, e.g. Ndo-Mali “Saint Mary”, but here it is more 
appropriately translated “heavenly”.

41 This is  the imperfective affirmative with second person singular subject and first 
person duo-plural object.

42 While English only distinguishes “this” and “that”, Carrier has a three way 
distinction between “this” (near the speaker), “that” (near the person spoken to), 
and “that” (away from both). Carrier also distinguishes human singular, human 
plural, and non-human forms. nyoon is the human singular form of “that (near the 
one spoken to)”.

43 dazsai-un is a noun derived from the verb dazsai “he died” by adding the suffix 
-un.

44 This is the second person singular optative affirmative. The optative may be used 
as here to make a softer, more polite request. There is no verb “to help” here. The 
notion of helping is expressed by the postposition la. This construction implies that 
the one giving help does so by working together with the one receiving help.

45 This wheni is -eni with the areal object prefix, not "we". The postposition eni 
means “for the purpose of”, as distinct from ba, which means “for the benefit of”. 

46 nts'utenazdudli contains an incorporated postposition. Carrier postpositions can 
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Nyunch'oh yak'uz wheni 'inla

ᐣᘐᐣᘝᑋ ᘓᗽᙆ ᗙᘆ  ᐧᐉᐣᘧ

yourself heaven for the purpose of47 you made48

You made him yourself for heaven.

Toobe'ts'inla 'ink'ez nyunch'oh nalyai

ᗜᗫᐧᙫᐣᘧ ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᐣᘐᐣᘝᑋ ᘇᑊᘓᐉ 

we baptized and yourself you raised49

We baptized him and you yourself raised  him

'Ink'ez ooba dasintsai cha

ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᐁᗭ ᑕᙒᐣᙦᐉ ᙠ 

and for him50 you died51 also52

and you died for him too.

either be separate words or be part of the verb. They often have different forms 
when separate and incorporated. In this case, ts'un is the free form, ts'u the 
incorporated form, so another way to say “we pray to you” is nts'un tenazdudli. 

47 “for” is marked for an areal object because heaven is thought of as a place and 
hence areal.

48 This is the perfective affirmative with second person singular subject.
49 This is the perfective affirmative with second person singular subject.
50 This is the postposition ba “for” inflected for third person singular object. oo as the 

third person singular object of a postposition is found only in the Stuart Lake and 
Stoney Creek dialects. All other dialects have bu. In the Stoney Creek dialect, 
however, “for him/her/it” is just ba not ooba.

51 This is the perfective affirmative with second person singular subject.
52 The position of cha is unusual. It normally follows the phrase it applies to and 

cannot, when it has its  usual meaning, follow the verb. 
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Khuna da' lhat tenadidli

ᗆᘇ ᑕᐧ ᘳᐪ ᗟᘇᑔᘬ 

he is alive53 past many times54 he prayed55

When he was alive he prayed often.

Nyunalni inle' huwa nyun cha ndilhdzun

ᐣᘐᘇᑊᘆ ᐉᐣᘥᐧ ᐳᗕ ᐣᘐᐣ ᙠ ᐣᑔᒡᙊᐣ

he remembered 
you56

it was because you too you do the same57

Because he remembered you, you do the same.

Ndo-yak'uz ookwana'dintni

ᐣᑎ-ᘓᗽᙆ ᐁᐠᗕᘇᐧᑔᐣᐪᘆ 

heaven above you call him back58

Call him back to heaven.

Translation

Oh Heavenly Father, listen to us. We pray to you to help that 
dead person. You made him yourself or Heaven. We baptized 
him and you yourself raised him and you died for him too. 
When he was alive he prayed often. Because he remembered 
you, you do the same. Call  him back to Heaven.

53 In Nak'azdli this form is now pronounced huna.
54 lhat is the multiplicative form of lhai “many”, which like the numbers has five 

forms for counting different things.
55 This is the perfective affirmative with third person singular subject.
56 All editions of the Prayerbook have nnalni ᐣᘇᑊᘆ but this is clearly an error. The 

second person singular object marker is and was always realized as nyu before n.
57 This is the imperfective affirmative with second person singular subject.
58 ookwana'dintni consists of the basic verb na'dintni “you call back” plus the 

incorporated postposition ka “seeking” with the third person singular object marker 
oo. When oo is prefixed to ka, the combination becomes ookwa.  The underlying 
ka can be seen in forms like skana'dintni “you call me back”.
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Chilke, 'Indai , ᙟᑊᗸ ᐧᐉᐣᑕᐉ59

Chilke, 'indai telh'en de

, ᙟᑊᗸ ᐧᐉᐣᑕᐉ ᗟᒡᐧᐈᐣ ᑓ
young men flowers you see60 when

Young men, when you see flowers

bunduts'ult'oh nuhzun

 ᗪᐣᑐᙩᑊᗣᑋ ᘄᑋᙂᐣ
we are like them you think

Think that we are like them.

ndaila whehoninle'-i

 ᐣᑕᐉᘧ -ᗙᐱᘆᐣᘥᐧ ᐉ
whatever which commences to be

Whatever has come to be

bunde whutsul tigih

 ᗪᐣᑓ  ᗘᙩᑊ ᗠᗳᑋ
tomorrow already it will dry up

tomorrow already it will dry up

59 The title in the Prayerbook  (no. 56) is Dzoh Sa Ts'ukhuna “We do not live long” 
but this hymn is not generally known by this title in the community.

60 The plain form of “you see” would be uh'en. telh'en is closer to the English “you 
spotted, caught sight of”. It describes a momentaneous beginning to see something.
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nohni ts'iyawh soo nduht'oh

 ᘃᑋᘆ ᙫᘓᐁᑋ ᙎ ᐣᑐᑋᗣᑋ
you all61 just62 you are that way

You are all just like that.

'andit dzin soo uht'oh

  ᐧᐊᐣᑔᐪᙌᐣ ᙎ ᐅᑋᗣᑋ
today63 well you are

Today you are well

'et hoonts'i bunde tila

  ᐧᐈᐪᐯᐣᙫ ᗪᐣᑓ ᗠᘧ
although tomorrow perhaps

but tomorrow perhaps

'indai k'ohts'e yaohdlah

 ᐧᐉᐣᑕᐉ  ᗼᑋᙪ ᘓᐃᑋᘭᑋ
flowers like you will die64

like the flowers you will die

61 Like the numbers, “all” has five different forms used for different kinds of things: 
ts'iyai for most things, ts'iyan-ne for people, ts'iyat for times, ts'iyadun for places, 
and  ts'iyawh for abstract things like kinds and ideas. The abstract form is, 
however, often used for people as in this case.

62 In addition to its more common meaning of “really”, soo can mean “exactly, 
precisely, right, just”, as in  Soo oolank'ol k'ut yuts'e'alht'o. “He hit him right on the 
knuckle.”

63 “today” is a compound of 'andit “now” and dzin “day”.
64 This is the second person duo-plural optative affirmative of the verb “to die 

collectively”. The corresponding true future is yaitahdla. The 2dp OA of the 
ordinary verb “to die” is daoohtsah. The verb used here describes the death of 
several people at the same time, e.g. in an accident or epidemic. This verb is one of 
the minority of verbs that form the optative with o rather than oo (otherwise we 
would have *yaoohdlah) and that similarly the future marker is a rather than i.
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“'Ilhiz whusni laduhtni!”

 ᐧᐉᘲᙆ  ᗘᔆᘆ ᘧᑐᑋᐪᘆ
forever foolishness you give up

"Give up foolishness forever!"

Ndo-Moodih nowhulhni.

-  ᐣᑎᘈᑔᑋ ᘃᗘᒡᘆ
The Lord65 he says to you

The Lord says to you

“K'atle, bunde la ndosneh”

 ᘀᘷ ᗪᐣᑓ ᘧ ᐣᑎᔆᘅᑋ
later tomorrow EMPHATIC66 I will do so

“I will do so later, tomorrow”

Soocho ndulhduzuhni.

 ᙎᙜ ᐣᑐᒡᑐᙂᑋᘆ
would that you do not say so67

would that you not say

65 Literally “above boss”. In the Southern dialects “boss” is meoodih.
66 la emphasizes the immediately preceding phrase, in this case bunde “tomorrow”.
67 ndulhduzuhni is the second person duo-plural imperfective negative. When it 

means “would that” (soocho can also mean “carefully”), soocho is normally 
accompanied by a verb in the optative mood, which in this case would be 
ndulhduzoohni', the 2dp optative negative. The use of the imperfective here is 
unusual.
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Yak'usda ooghwuhdloh de,

 ᘓᗽᔆᑕ ᐁᐦᗒᑋᘩᑋ ᑓ
God you laugh at him68 when

When you laugh at God,

'En cha nohghutidloh;

 ᐧᐈᐣ ᙠ ᘃᑋᗌᗠᘩᑋ
He too he will laugh at you69

He will laugh at you too.

'Ink'ez telh'en suli de,

 ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᗟᒡᐧᐈᐣ ᙐᘦ ᑓ
and you see it has become when

And when you come to see [Him]

'Aw nohnoolh'en ait'oh

 ᐧᐊᐁ  ᘃᑋᘂᒡᐧᐈᐣ ᐊᐉᗣᑋ
not he looks at you cannot

He cannot look at you.

68 Most people now pronounce ghw the same as w. “you laugh at” is ghuhdloh. When 
the third person singular object marker oo is added to make “you laugh at him”, the 
gh becomes ghw.

69 This is the third person singular future affirmative of “laugh”, tidloh, with the 
incorporated postposition ghu “at” and the second person duo-plural object marker 
noh.
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'Ahoolhyiz whuzuhni whe

 ᐧᐊᐯᒡᘒᙆ ᗘᙂᑋᘆ ᗙ
always you are foolish while

From always being foolish

Di subah whuch'aoolhdeh?

 ᑔ ᙐᗭᑋ ᗘᙠᐧᐁᒡᑓᑋ
what I wonder you will gain

I wonder what you will gain

Soo ndet la hukwa'nuhzun

 ᙎ ᐣᑓᐪᘧ ᐳᐠᗕᐧᘄᑋᙂᐣ
just when you want

just when you want

'Aw 'et iloh daoohtsah

 ᐧᐊᐁ  ᐧᐈᐪ ᐉᘣᑋ ᑕᐁᑋᙦᑋ
not there it is not you will die70

It is not then that you  will die.

'Ink'ez kwun yo duhk'un de,

 ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ  ᐠᗒᐣ ᘏ ᑐᑋᗽᐣ ᑓ
and fire within you are burning when

And when you are burning in the fire [of hell]

70 Daootsah is the second person duo-plural optative affirmative of “to die”. The 
corresponding true future is datihtsah.
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Daja noohzin subah?

 ᑕᘛ ᘂᑋᙄᐣ ᙐᗭ
what you think71 I wonder72

I wonder what you will think?

Nts'en'a subah nzoodi'i

 ᐣᙪᐣᐧᐊ ᙐᗭᑋ ᐣᙀᑔᐧᐉ
how I wonder frivolity

I wonder how frivolity

Kwun ch'a nohlaooneh?

 ᐠᗒᐣ ᘡ ᘃᑋᘧᐁᘅᑋ
fire against it will help you

will help you against the fire

Translation
Young men, when you see flowers, think that we are like them.
Whatever comes to be, tomorrow already it will dry up.
You are all just like that.
Today you are well but tomorrow perhaps you will die like the flowers.

The Lord says to you: "Give up foolishness forever!"
Do not say: "I will do so later, tomorrow".
When you laugh at God, he will laugh at you too;
and when you come to see Him, he will not be able to look at you.

 I wonder what you will gain from always being foolish?
You will not die just when you want to.
I wonder what you will think when you are burning in the fires [of hell]?
I wonder how frivolity will help you against the fire?

71 Noohzin is the second person duo-plural optative of “to think”. The corresponding 
imperfective is nuhzun.

72 Ordinarily, subah must come right after the question word and can never follow the 
verb. Here the author has taken liberties, perhaps in order to rhyme with daootsah.
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O Smoodihti  ᐃ ᔆᘈᑔᑋᗠ [O My Lord]

O Smoodihti Sizi inzoo sts'utanyalh

ᐃ ᔆᘈᑔᑋᗠ ᙒᙄ ᐉᐣᙀ  ᔆᙩᗡᐣᘓᒡ

O my Lord73 Jesus you are good74 you will come to me75

O my Lord, Jesus, you are good. You will come to me

Nezulyoocho itaschulh 'et huwa

ᘅᙂᑊᘎᙜ ᐉᗡᔆᙝᒡ ᐧᐈᐪ ᐳᗕ

Eucharist76 I will take77 because

Because I am going to receive the Eucharist

73 The word “lord” consists of moodih “boss” plus ti “great”. In the Southern dialects 
“boss” is meoodih.

74 In the Blackwater dialects and in Lheidli dialect “you are good” is ninzoo rather 
than inzoo. The same is true of other verbs of the same type, e.g. nintsool “you are 
small” rather than intsool. In all dialects, in this class of verbs the prefix that marks 
the imperfective aspect (roughly, the present tense) is basically in. In all dialects, 
the i surfaces only if it is preceded by a conjunct prefix, that is, one of the prefixes 
that occur closer to the stem. That is why we have ncha for “it (generic) is big” but 
dincha for “it (stick-like) is big”. In the generic form, the i of in is lost since 
nothing precedes it. In the stick-like form it is saved by the presence of the 
classifier prefix d. The dialects differ in whether in surfaces at all. In the 
Blackwater and Lheidli dialects, it precedes the inner subject markers and always 
surfaces, possibly without the initial i. In the other dialects, including Stuart Lake, 
in surfaces only when there is no inner subject prefix. That is why in the Stuart 
Lake dialect we have hinzoo “they are good”, ts'inzoo “we are good”, and nzoo “he 
is good”, but uszoo “I am good”, inzoo “you are good”, etc. In “they are good”, 
“we are good” and “he is good”, there is no inner subject prefix, so in is realized. 
In forms like “you are good”, the presence of the inner subject marker blocks the 
realization of in. In the Blackwater and Lheidli dialects, there is no competition 
between imperfective in and the inner subject prefixes. in comes before them. That 
is why in these dialects we get ninzoo “you are good”, nuszoo “I am good”, and so 
forth. The initial n of these forms is the n of imperfective in.

75 Strictly speaking, this verb means “to walk” and this form therefore means “you 
are going to walk to me”. However, the verb “to walk” is used as a generic verb of 
motion, even when some other kind of motion than walking is involved.

76 nezul means “our souls”. Compounded with yoo “medicine”, the result means 
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tez'en hoonts'i sba 'inja ndus hainya

ᗟᙆᐧᐈᐣ ᐯᐣᙫ ᔆᗭ ᐧᐉᐣᘛ ᐣᑐᔆ ᐸᐉᐣᘓ

I am miserable although for me you did from 
above

you 
came

Although I am miserable you did something for me, you came 
from above

sdzi nyoh tileh 'awet 'et whutant'i

ᔆᙌ ᐣᘏᑋ ᗠᘥᑋ ᐧᐊᗓᐪ  ᐧᐈᐪ ᗘᗡᐣᗦ

my heart your 
house

it will be behold78 there you will 
dwell

My heart will become your house.  Behold, you will live there.

Refrain

sts'i inyalh smoodihti sdasa mbas'i

ᔆᙫ ᐉᐣᘓᒡ ᔆᘈᑔᑋᗠ ᔆᑕᙓ ᒼᗭᔆᐧᐉ 

to me you are coming79 my Lord a long time I wait for you80

You are coming to me, my Lord. I have been waiting for you for 
a long time.

“sacrament”. Adding cho “big” yields “the big sacrament”, which is to say, the 
Eucharist.

77 itaschulh is an example of the variant of the future formed by a minority of verbs 
in which the vowel in aspect position is always a. If this were a regular verb, it 
would be itischulh. Some Southern dialects lack such A-Futures entirely. In these 
dialects the form is iteschulh.

78 The usual meaning of 'awet is “now” but it has a secondary use as “behold”.
79 inyalh is the progressive aspect of “one person walks on one pair of limbs”. The 

progressive aspect is used to describe someone or something who is on the way to 
a destination.

80 Here the postposition ba “for” together with the second person singular object 
marker have been incorporated into the verb.
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sdzi tube tel'en nyeni k'un'a 'ondleh

ᔆᙌ ᗞᗫ ᗟᑊᐧᐈᐣ ᐣᘑᘆ ᗽᐣᐧᐊ ᐧᐃᐣᘫᑋ

my heart very it is miserable your mind81 like make it

My heart is very miserable. Make it like your mind.

Translation

O my Lord, Jesus, you are good. You will come to me. 
Although I am miserable you did something for me, you 
came from above, because I am going to receive the 
Eucharist.  My heart will become your house Behold, you 
will live there.

You are coming to me, my Lord. I have been waiting for you 
for a long time. My heart is very miserable. Make it like your 
mind.

81 -eni “mind” is one of the rare nouns whose stem begins with a vowel. Some other 
forms are seni “my mind”, beni “his mind”.
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Ts'oodun Lhe'uldzoo'! ᙧᑐᐣ ᘱᐧᐅᑊᙈᐧ! [How 
Beautiful is the Child!]

Title

Ts'oodun Lhe'uldzoo'!

ᙧᑐᐣ ᘱᐧᐅᑊᙈᐧ

child how beautiful he is!82

How beautiful is the child!

Hymn

Musdoosbayoh tl'oyaz k'ut

 ᘄᔆᑌᔆᗭᘏᑋ ᘻᘓᙆ ᗽᐪ
cow barn83 straw on

on straw in a cow barn

Neba ooye' whuzdli;

 ᘅᗭ ᐁᘑᐧ   ᗘᙆᘬ
our father his son84 he was born

our father's son was born

82 lhe'uldzoo' “how beautiful he is!” is the admirative counterpart of nzoo “he is 
beautiful”. Only a minority of verbs have admirative forms. These are basic 
descriptive verbs such as “to be large”, “to be small”, and “to be slender”. The 
verbs that have admirative forms are the same as the verbs that have distinct 
comparative forms. The translation “how beautiful he is!” is in one respect 
misleading. Whereas in English such expressions cannot modify nouns (it is not 
possible to say in English”She has a how beautiful he is! new baby.”), in Carrier 
admirative verb forms can modify nouns, e.g. Dune lhe'uljiz-un ki ut'i. “She 
married a man who is oh so tall.”

83 “cow barn” is literally “house for cattle”, where musdoos “cow” is a loan from 
Cree mistos “cow, buffalo”.
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Ooloo cha duneti cha

 ᐁᘢ  ᙠ ᑐᘅᗠ  ᙠ
his mother both85 old man both

both his mother and an old man

Hits'utenenilhdzun

ᐷᙩᗟᘅᘆᒡᙊᐣ
they adore him86

adored him

Ts'oodunyaz uznilh'en de

 ᙧᑐᐣᘓᙆ ᐅᙆᘆᒡᐧᐈᐣ  ᑓ
little child we look at87 if

When we look at the little child

84 The third person singular possessive prefix for Class 1 nouns (roughly, nouns 
beginning with consonants other than glottal stop) is oo only in the Stuart Lake and 
Stoney Creek dialects. In all other dialects it is bu.

85 The basic meanng of cha is “too, also”. A cha B cha means “both A and B”.
86 This verb does not have a subject marker in the usual position because both subject 

and object are marked by the plural disjoint reference prefix hi attached to the 
incorporated postposition ts'u. When the subject is third person duo-plural and 
there is a third person singular non-subject, the combination calls for a special 
marker of this type. Compare nts'utenehunilhdzun “they adore you”, which has the 
second person singular object marker n and the ordinary third person duo-plural 
subject marker h in the usual position.

87 “we look at” can be either uznilh'en or ts'unilh'en.  The first person plural marker 
ts' is possible for all verbs, but z is possible only if it can be put at the end of the 
syllable. Thus, for example,  we can say ts'oojun “let's sing” but not *zoojun since 
the oo keeps the z from the end of the syllable. For “we are going to sing”, 
however, both ts'utijun and uztijun are possible.
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'Ahoh nedzi tube yoont'i' lhih

 ᐧᐊᐱᑋ ᘅᙌ ᗞᗫ ᘎᐣᗦ ᘲᑋ
at once our hearts very they like him88 customary

at once our  our hearts like him very much.

Refrain

Anna! Ooninyaz lhe'nildzoo'

ᐊᐣᘇ ᐁᘆᐣᘓᙆ  ᘱᐧᘆᑊᙈᐧ
Oh! His little face how beautiful it is!89

Oh! How beautiful is his little face!

Oolayaz cha ookeyaz cha

ᐁᘧᘓᙆ  ᙠ ᐁᗸᘓᙆ  ᙠ
His little hands too his little feet too

And his little hands! And his little feet!

Oonayaz cha lheldzoo' dusni

 ᐁᘇᘓᙆ  ᙠ  ᘱᑊᙈᐧ ᑐᔆᘆ
His little eyes too how beautiful it is!90 I say

And how beautiful are his little eyes! I say.

88 yoont'i' is “to like” with a third person singular subject and a disjoint third person 
singular object. Since the subject nedzi “our hearts” is non-human, a verb with 
third person singular subject is required - only human subjects call for dual or 
plural subject marking. 

89 lhe'nildzoo' is the third person singular imperfective affirmative admirative of “be 
beautiful” marked for an n-class (round)  subject because faces are round. Its 
generic counterpart is lhe'uldzoo'. 

90 lheldzoo' is not marked for third person duo-plural subject because only human 
beings trigger duo-plural prefix agreement. Human hands, feet, and eyes are not 
human beings, so they take singular verbs.
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Anna! ooninyaz lhe'nildzoo'

 ᐊᐣᘇ ᐁᘆᐣᘓᙆ  ᘱᐧᘆᑊᙈ
Oh! hiz little face how beautiful it is!

Oh! How beautiful is his little face!

Ts'oodun tl'o k'ut utsa de

 ᙧᑐᐣ  ᘻ  ᗽᐪ ᐅᙦ ᑓ
child grass on he cries91 if

If the child cries on the grass

Nasdli huwa 'utni

 ᘇᔆᘬ ᐳᗕ  ᐧᐅᐪᘆ
he feels cold because he says

he says it is because he feels cold.

Nebulh dloninzun de cha

 ᘅᗪᒡ  ᘩᘆᐣᙂᐣ ᑓ  ᙠ
with us92 he smiles93 if also

If he also smiles at us

Nzoo 'et huwa 'ut'en

 ᐣᙀ   ᐧᐈᐪᐳᗕ ᐧᐅᗥᐣ
he is good because he does

he does it because he is good

91 “he cries” is usually pronounced utso today.
92 In Carrier one smiles “with” someone, not “at” someone.
93 “to smile” consists of dlo, the root of “to laugh” plus the verb “to think”.
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'Alha 'i be tel'en k'et

ᐧᐊᘳ   ᐧᐉ  ᗫ ᗟᑊᐧᐈᐣ ᗾᐪ
truly it by means 

of
he is 
wretched

so much 
that

Truly he is so wretched that

Soo ts'iyane ooghwate'uznizeh

 ᙎ  ᙫᘓᘅ ᐁᐦᗕᗟᐧᐅᙆᘆᙃᑋ
really all [human]94 we pity him

absolutely all of us pity him

Sizi nekadilhni hoh

 ᙒᙄ  ᘅᗺᑔᒡᘆ ᐱᑋ
Jesus you call us with 

your arms95
while

Jesus, while you call us with your arms

Nehanint'ah dil'en

 ᘅᐸᘆᐣᗧᑋ ᑔᑊᐧᐈᐣ
you charm us you do as if

you do as if to charm us.

94 Like the numbers, the quantifier “all” takes five forms for different categories. This 
is the human form.

95 The verb root here means “to make motions with the arms or hands”. That these 
motions serve to call to someone is due to the presence of the incorporated 
postposition ka “seeking”.
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Intsool hoonts'i dinti k'et

 ᐉᐣᙡᑊ  ᐯᐣᙫ ᑔᐣᗠ ᗾᐪ
you are small although you are valuable so much that96

Although you are small you are so valuable that

'Aw nts'inoolh'en ait'oh

 ᐧᐊᐁ  ᐣᙫᘂᒡᐧᐈᐣ ᐊᐉᗣᑋ
not we look at you97 cannot98

we cannot look at you

'I gha 'usbaighunline

 ᐧᐉ  ᗏ ᐧᐅᔆᗭᐉᗌᐣᘦᘅ
it on account of shepherds99

Due to this, [like] the shepherds

Buk'ohts'e ts'iyawh nedzi nts'uztulhdil

 ᗪᗼᑋᙪ ᙫᘓᐁᑋ  ᘅᙌ ᐣᙩᙆᗞᒡᑔᑊ
like them100 all101 our hearts102 we throw to you

We throw all our hearts to you

96 k'et “so....that” joins two clauses. A k'et B means “A to such a degree that B”.
97 This is the verb “to look at” with first person plural subject and second person 

singular object in the optative affirmative.  
98 To express inability, the particle ait'oh “cannot” is put after optative affirmative of 

the verb. In the Prayerbook, this particle is written in its earlier form ghait'oh.
99 'usbai is “sheep”, ghunli “he cares for”, so 'usbaighunline means “those who care 

for sheep”.
100 buk'ohts'e is the postposition k'ohts'e “in the manner of, like” inflected for third 

person duo-plural object. The 3dp object marker is bu only in the Stuart Lake 
dialect. In all other dialects it is hubu.

101 ts  'iyawh is the abstract form of the quantifier “all”, the human form of which, 
ts'iyane, we saw earlier.

102 Note that the context requires “hearts” although, like most Carrier nouns, “heart” 
has no distinct plural form.
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Translation

Our Father's Son was born on small straw in a cow barn.  Both his 
mother and an old man adored him. When we look at the little child, at 
once we like him in our hearts very much.

“Oh! How beautiful is his little face! And his little hands! And his little 
feet! How beautiful are his little eyes too!”I say. “Oh! How beautiful his 
his little face!”

If the child cries on the grass he says it is because he is cold.  If he 
smiles at us, it is because he is good.Truly, he is so wretched that 
absolutely all of us pity him. 

Jesus, while you call to us with your arms, you do as if to charm us. 
Although you are small you are so valuable that we cannot look upon 
you.  Due to this, like the shepherds we throw all our hearts to you.
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Whunilhni, Mali  ,  [Rejoice, Mary]ᗘᘆᒡᘆ ᘍᘦ

Ndo-Mali neloo 'en

-ᐣᑎᘍᘦ  ᘅᘢ  ᐧᐈᐣ
Saint Mary103 our mother she104

Saint Mary, our mother, she

Tenadudli hoh

 ᗟᘇᑐᘬ  ᐱᑋ
she is praying while

while she prayed

Yat'en yughudinde

 ᘓᗥᐣ ᘐᗌᑔᐣᑓ
angel105 he approached her106

an angel approached her

'ink'ez nduyulhni

 ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ  ᐣᑐᘐᒡᘆ
and he says to her

and said to her

103 The basic meaning of ndo is “above”, but it also serves as the title “Saint”.
104 'en is only “she” in context; it may be either male or female. 
105 yat'en is literally “sky dweller”. Another term for “angel” is lizas, a loan from 

French les anges “the angels”.
106 yu is the third person singuar disjoint reference object marker. It is used rather than 

the non-disjoint oo because the subject of the clause is a distinct third person 
singular. Compare ooghwudusde "I approached her".
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Abe Abe Abe Maliya

ᐊᗫ ᐊᗫ ᐊᗫ ᘍᘦᘓ
hail107 hail hail108 Maria109

Hail, Hail, Hail Mary.

'et 'ink'ez whunilhni

ᐧᐈᐪ   ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ  ᗘᘆᒡᘆ
then and you rejoice

and then “rejoice”.

bets'inzoo dimbun

 ᗫᙫᐣᙀ ᑔᒼᗪᐣ
grace110 you are full

“You are full of grace.”

Ndo-Moodih nyulhuske

-  ᐣᑎᘈᑔᑋ ᐣᘐᘰᔆᗸ
Lord111 he sits with you112

the Lord is with you

107 Abe is the Carrier adaptation of Latin ave “hail!”.
108 In the original version of the hymn as printed in the Prayerbook, Abe is sung only 

once, not three times.
109 Maliya is the Carrier adaptation of Latin Maria, whereas Mali is from its French 

descendant, Marie.
110 bets'inzoo “grace” is literally “that by means of which one is good”. 
111 ndo-moodih is literally “above-boss”.
112 This is a form of “to sit” into which the postposition -lh “with” and its 2nd person 

singular object marker have been incorporated. The verb used, with stem -ke, is the 
verb “for two to sit”, as in huzke “the two of them are sitting”. This apparently 
anomalous combination of 3d person singular prefixal subject marking with an 
inherently dual verb is typical of Carrier: the choice of prefix reflects the actual 
grammatical subject, which is singular, but the choice of verb reflects the fact that 
two are sitting together. Note that the conjugation marker is s rather than z as in 
huzke because it is not preceded by a conjunct prefix - the incorporated 
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'ink'ez nyaz tileh

 ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᐣᘓᙆ ᗠᘥᑋ
and your son113 he will be114

and he will be your son.

Abe Abe Abe Maliya

 ᐊᗫ ᐊᗫ ᐊᗫ ᘍᘦᘓ
hail hail hail Maria

Hail, Hail, Hail Mary

Translation

While Saint Mary, our mother, was praying, an angel 
approached her and said to her: “Hail Mary”, and then: 
“Rejoice. You are full of grace. The Lord is with you and he 
will become your son. Hail Mary.” 

postposition is a disjunct prefix.
113 -yaz most commonly refers to a son from the point of view of his mother, as it does 

here. In this way it is different from -ye', which refers to a son from the point of 
view of his father. -yaz can, however, refer to a daughter from the point of view of 
her mother, although there is a more specific term, -yats'e, for “woman's daughter”.

114 tileh is the 3d person singular future affirmative corresponding to the imperfective 
unli “he is”.
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Yak'usda Yeunzoo-i  ᘓᗽᔆᑕ ᘑᐅᐣᙀᐉ [Amazing 
Grace]

Yak'usda yeunzoo-i unzoo

 ᘓᗽᔆᑕ  ᘑᐅᐣᙀᐉ  ᐅᐣᙀ
God115 grace116 it is good

God's grace is good.

'Et 'i gha za dusjih.

 ᐧᐈᐪ ᐧᐉ  ᗏ  ᙅ ᑐᔆᘙᑋ
There it due to only117 I am saved

I am saved only through grace.

'Ohda' nintanisja

ᐧᐃᑋᑕᐧ   ᘆᐣᗡᘆᔆᘛ
some time ago I got lost118

Once I was lost

115 yak'usda, literally “the one who sits in the sky”, is the usual word for “God” in 
present day Carrier. 

116 yeunzoo-i, literally “that by means of which he is good”, is the term for “grace” 
preferred by Protestants. Catholics  prefer bets'inzoo “that by means of which one 
is good”.

117 za “only” follows the phrase to which it applies so the meaning here is “only due to 
it [grace]”.

118 Strictly speaking nintanisja is a form of “for one person to walk on one pair of 
limbs” and means “I got lost while walking”. It can, however, be used more 
broadly and metaphorically.
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'Awet sghutileh

 ᐧᐊᗓᐪ ᔆᗌᗠᘥᑋ
now he will look after me119

Now he will look after me.

Yeunzoo-i tube unzoo.

 ᘑᐅᐣᙀᐉ  ᗞᗫ  ᐅᐣᙀ
grace very it is good

Grace is very good.

Yeunzoo-i gha yak'uz tisyalh

 ᘑᐅᐣᙀᐉ  ᗏ ᘓᗽᙆ  ᗠᔆᘓᒡ
grace on account of heaven I will go120

Due to grace I am going to go to Heaven.

Whuz Sizi ooghutisjun.

 ᗘᙆ ᙒᙄ ᐁᗌᗠᔆᘗᐣ
there Jesus I will sing about him

There I will sing about Jesus.

'Ohda' nintanisja

 ᐧᐃᑋᑕᐧ  ᘆᐣᗡᘆᔆᘛ
some time ago I got lost

Once I was lost

119 This is the future corresponding to sghunli “he takes care of me”. 
120 tisyalh is the first person singular future affirmative of “for one to walk on one pair 

of limbs”.
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'Awet ooch'e' usli

 ᐧᐊᗓᐪ  ᐁᘟᐧ  ᐅᔆᘦ
now his121 I am

Now I am his.

'Et huwa yak'uz tisya

  ᐧᐈᐪᐳᗕ ᘓᗽᙆ  ᗠᔆᘓ
therefore heaven I have set out for122

Therefore I have started on my way to heaven.

Sizi 'en nemoodihti unli.

ᙒᙄ ᐧᐈᐣ ᘅᘈᑔᑋᗠ ᐅᐣᘦ

Jesus he our Lord he is

Jesus is our Lord.

'Ohda' ooghuni uschoot

 ᐧᐃᑋᑕᐧ  ᐁᗌᘆ ᐅᔆᙛᐪ
sometime ago his word I received

Once I received his word

'Et huwa ts'ih'un 'int'oh inli sulhni

  ᐧᐈᐪᐳᗕ  ᙫᑋᐧᐅᐣ ᐧᐉᐣᗣᑋ  ᐉᐣᘦ  ᙐᒡᘆ
because straight you are you are he says to me

He said to me: “that is why you are an upright person.”

121 ooch'e' is the possessive pronoun “his, hers, its”. It consists of the stem -ch'e' plus 
the third person singular possessive prefix oo-. Compare sch'e' “mine”, nch'e'  
“yours”, etc.

122 tisya is the first person singular perfective affirmative of the inchoative of “for one 
person to walk”. Although it looks rather like a future form, compare the actual 
future tisyalh “I am going to walk”.
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Yeunzoo-i tube nzoo

 ᘑᐅᐣᙀᐉ  ᗞᗫ ᐣᙀ
grace very it is good

Grace is very good

'Andit whuts'un oot'aninustan

 ᐧᐊᐣᑔᐪ  ᗘᙩᐣ ᐁᗧᘆᘄᔆᗡᐣ
now areal-from I depend on him

Henceforth I (will) depend upon  him.

Ooghuni ook'une'tist'en

ᐁᗌᘆ  ᐁᗽᘅᐧᗠᔆᗥᐣ
his word I will obey it

I will obey his word.

Yeunzoo-i gha 'ilhiz khutisnalh

  ᘑᐅᐣᙀᐉᗏ  ᗏ  ᐧᐉᘲᙆ ᗆᗠᔆᘇᒡ
grace on account of forever I will live123

Through grace I will live forever.

'Awet nedzi doghelh.

 ᐧᐊᗓᐪ ᘅᙌ ᑎᗍᒡ
now our hearts may they be calm124

Now may our hearts be calm.

123 Nak'azdli people say hutisnalh.
124 doghelh is the third person singular optative affirmative of “be calm”, that is, the 

optative counterpart of dizghel.
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Translation

God's grace is good. I am saved only through grace. Once I was lost; 
now he will look after me. Grcae is very good. Due to grace I am going 
to go to heaven. There I will sing about Jesus. Once I was lost; now I am 
his. Therefore I have started on my way to heaven. 

Jesus is our lord. Once I received his word he said to me: “That is why 
you are an upright person.” Grace is very good.  From now on I will 
depend on him. I will obey his word. Through grace I will live forever. 
Now may our hearts be calm.
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Yat'en-ne Ts'un  ᘓᗥᐣ-ᘅ ᙩᐣ [To the Angels]

Yat'en-ne nohts'e tezdudlih ha

 ᘓᗥᐣᘅ ᘃᑋᙪ ᗟᙆᑐᘬᑋ ᐸ

angels to you we plead that

that we may plead with you, angels.

'Awet nohbut nachaznilya

 ᐧᐊᗓᐪ ᘃᑋᗪᐪ ᘇᙠᙆᘆᑊᘓ
now before you125 we are prostrate

Now we are prostrate before you

Yak'usda benghoh dulhts'i hoonts'i

 ᘓᗽᔆᑕ ᗫᐣᗋᑋ ᑐᒡᙫ ᐯᐣᙫ
God near him126 you sit127 although

Although you sit near God,

Neghuni soocho oozolhts'ai

 ᘅᗌᘆ ᙎᙜ ᐁᙁᒡᙬᐉ
our words128 would that you listen to129

may you listen to our words.

125 nohbut is the postposition but “before” with the second person duo-plural object 
marker.

126 benghoh is the postposition enghoh "near" with a third person singular non-disjoint 
object.

127 dulhts'i is the 2nd person plural of “for three or more to sit”. 
128 In isolation “word” is khuni. This is an example of a noun that changes its stem 

when possessed. In the Southern dialects in which “word” is khunek, the possessed 
stem is ghunek.

129 oozolhts'ai is the optative corresponding to oozulhts'ai.
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Yak'usda nohinla 'et whuts'un

 ᘓᗷᐧᐅᔆᑕ ᘃᐷᐣᘧ   ᐧᐈᐪᗘᙩᐣ
God he made you130 since then

Since God made you

'Aw hoontsi' t'ewhunuhzun

 ᐧᐊᐁ ᐯᐣᙥᐧ ᗥᗘᘄᑋᙂᐣ
not evil131 you know132

you have not known evil.

Ndo-yak'uz 'ahoolhyiz whunulhni

-  ᐣᑎᘓᗽᙆ ᐧᐊᐯᒡᘒᙆ ᗘᘄᒡᘆ
above-heaven always you rejoice

You always rejoice in heaven above

'Ahoolhyiz Yak'usda uh'en

  ᐧᐊᐯᒡᘒᙆ ᘓᗽᔆᑕ ᐅᑋᐧᐈᐣ
always God you see133

You always look upon God

130 nohinla is the 3d person singular perfective affirmtative of “to make” with second 
person duo-plural object. 

131 Abstract nouns like “evil” are few in Carrier. hoontsi' is a zero-nominalization of 
“it is evil” marked for an “areal” subject. Note the contrast with hoonts'i 
“although”.

132 t'ewhunuhzun is the imperfective affirmative of “to know” with second person 
plural subject and areal object.

133 uh'en is the second person duo-plural imperfective affirmative of “to see”.
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Wheni ndi yunk'ut 'aw ndulhts'it'oh

 ᗙᘆ ᐣᑔ ᘐᐣᗽᐪ  ᐧᐊᐁ ᐣᑐᒡᙫᗣᑋ
we this134 earth not we are not so

We on this earth are not like that

Soo ts'ih'un tube tets'ul'en

 ᙎ ᙫᑋᐧᐅᐣ ᗞᗫ ᗟᙩᑊᐧᐈᐣ
Really truly very we are miserable

We are truly miserable.

Tube lhat hoontsi' tune'ts'ut'en

 ᗞᗫ ᘳᐪ ᐯᐣᙥᐧ ᗞᘅᐧᙩᗥᐣ
very many times135 evil we do foolishly

We often do evil.

'Et whuch'a soocho neghohle'

 ᐧᐈᐪ ᗘᘡ ᙎᙜ ᘅᗋᑋᘥᐧ
that against136 would that you guard us137

May you guard us against this.

Translation

Now we are prostrate before you that we may plead with 

134 ndi is the non-human form of “this [near speaker]”. Although here the reference is 
singular, for non-humans there is no distinction of singular and plural, so in other 
contexts ndi may correspond to English “these”.

135 lhat is the multiplicative form corresponding to generic lhai.
136 whuch'a is the postposition ch'a “against” inflected for areal object.
137 neghohle' is the optative counterpart of neghuhli. The optative marker is o rather 

than oo because it is immediately preceded by a consonant-final disjunct prefix, 
namely the incorporated postposition gh. Compare neghuhoole' “let them guard 
us”, where the third person plural subject marker h, a conjunct prefix, precedes the 
optative marker oo.
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you, angels. Although you are near to God, may you listen to 
our words. From the time that God made you, you have not 
known Evil. You always rejoice in Heaven above. You 
always look upon God. We on this earth are not like that. We 
are truly miserable. We often do Evil. May you guard us 
against this.
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Anima Christi138

Sizi Gri139 oozul silhdzooh

*  r   ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ ᐁᙂᑊ ᙒᒡᙈᑋ
Jesus Christ his soul you (1) make me good

O Soul of Jesus Christ, make me good.

Sizi Gri ooyust'e silhyih

*  r   ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ ᐁᘐᔆᗥ ᙒᒡᘒᑋ
Jesus Christ his body you (1) save me

O Body of Jesus Christ, save me.

Sizi Gri buz ̲kai' sunilhnih

*  r   ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ ᗪᙆᗺᐉ ᘆᒡᘆᑋ
Jesus Christ his blood you (1) inebriate me

O Blood of Jesus Christ, inebriate me.

Too Sizi Gri oodzik'ut ts'u hajul tunasingus

ᗜ *  r   ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ ᐁᙌᗽᐪ ᙩ ᐸ ᑊᘗ ᗞᘇᙒᐣᗱᔆ
water Jesus Christ his side from it flowed 

from
you (1) 
wash me

Water from the side of Jesus Christ, wash me.

138 This prayer is not given any Carrier title in the Prayerbook. The Latin title means 
"soul of Christ". It was composed, in Latin, in the 14th century, possibly by Pope 
John XXII. It is typically recited after Communion by Catholics.

139 This is the modern pronunciation. The Prayerbook has Shezi Gli.
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Sizi Gri whe dzoh nusuzut-un nasilhtus

*  r   ᙒᙄᐟ ᐉ  ᗙ ᙉᑋ  -ᘄᙐᐅᐪ ᐅᐣ ᘇᙒᒡᗞᔆ
Jesus Christ whereby ill that he felt you (1) comfort me

Passion of Jesus Christ, comfort me.

O Sizi inzoo soozilhts'ai

ᐃ *ᙒᙄ ᐣᙀ ᙎᙄᒡᙬᐉ
O Jesus you (1) are good you (1) hear me

O good Jesus, hear me.

Nkak'et whe suntilh'ih

ᐣᗺᗾᐪ ᗙ ᙐᐣᗠᒡᐧᐉᑋ
your (1) wounds by you (1) hide me

Within your wounds, hide me.

Nghutooztelh whuch'a sghinli

ᐣᗌᗜᙆᗟᒡ ᗘᘡ  ᔆᗎᐣᘦ
I be separated from you (1) [OA] lest140 you (1) care for me

Do not let me be separated from you.

Nedulyoh whulh'ai ntsi'-un ooch'a sla'int'en

ᘄᑐᑊᘏᑋ ᗘᒡᐧᐊᐉ -  ᐣᙟᐅᐣ   ᐁᘡ ᔆᘧᐧᐉᐣᗥᐣ
against 
people

he leaves bad one against him you (1) 
help me

Defend me against the malicious enemy.

Datissah-un nehunint'o de skana'dintni

140 "lest" consists of the postposition ch'a "against" with the areal object marker whu. 
Here as usual it takes a lower clause with the verb in the optative.
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-ᑕᗠᔆᙓᑋ ᐅᐣ ᘅᐳᘆᐣᗣ ᑓ ᔆᗺᘇᐧᑔᐣᐪᘆ
when I will 
die

it has stopped 
revolving

when you (1) call me back to 
you

In the hour of my death, call me back to you.

'Ink'ez skunahoolh'a

ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᔆᗷᘇᐯᒡᐧᐊ
and you (1) order me back to you 

And order me back to you.

Ndet la 'aw whudutoozit ait'oh141 'et

 ᐣᑓᐪᘧ w ᐧᐊ ᗘᑐᗜᙄᐪ ᐊᐉᗣᑋ  ᐧᐈᐪ
wherever not time moves off [OA] cannot there

Forever and ever

Ndodunene bulh mba whudost'i' ha

 ᐣᑎᑐᘅᘅ ᗪᒡ ᒼᗭ ᗘᑎᔆᗠᐧ ᐸ

saints with it for you (1) I praise [OA] in order that

That I may praise you with  your saints

Ndohoneh142

ᐣᑎᐱᘅᑋ
Let it be so.

Amen.

141 The Prayerbook has the earlier form ghait'oh.
142 This is the current pronunciation. The Prayerbook has nduhoneh.
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The Ten Commandments

1
Si Yak'us

da
Nyumoo
dihti

usli. 'uyoo
ne

mba Yak'u
sda

oole' junih

 ᙒ ᘓᗽᔆᑕ  ᐣᘐᘈᑔᑋᗠ .ᐅᔆᘦ ᐧᐅᘎᘅ ᒼᗭ  ᘓᗽᔆᑕ ᐁᘥᐧ ᘗᘆᑋ
I God your-

lord143
I-am other

s144
for-
you145

God he-
is146

let 
not147

I am your lord, God. Let not others be God for you.

2
Yak'usda boozi' 'ants'i 'et onzilh junih

 ᘓᗽᔆᑕ ᗨᙄᐧ   ᐧᐊᐣᙫᐧᐈᐪ ᐃᐣᙄᒡ ᘗᘆᑋ
God his-name148 in vain you-name149 let not

Let you not name God's name in vain.

3

143 The 2s possessive prefix is nyu- because the noun stem begins with m. The word 
here translated “lord” consists of moodih “boss” plus ti “great”. In the Southern 
dialects “boss” is meoodih.

144 This is the human plural form of “other”. The non-human form is 'uyoo, the human 
singular 'uyoon.

145 mba is the postposition ba “for” inflected for 2s object. Like most postpositions, ba 
cannot follow a pronoun but must be inflected for a pronominal object. In this case, 
mba is the equivalent of the ungrammatical nyun ba.

146 oole' is the optative counterpart of imperfective unli. 
147 This is the typical way of prohibiting a future action. The invariable particle junih 

follows the optative affirmative of the main verb. Some speakers of the Stuart Lake 
dialect, from the northwestern part of the area, say juneh.  Most Southern dialects 
have 'uneh or 'unih, but Cheslatta dialect has guneh or gunih and Ulkatcho has 
guneh.

148 The noun oozi' “name” begins with a vowel, so it takes the 3s possessive prefix b-. 
149 onzilh is the optative affirmative with second person singular subject of “to name”.
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Dimosdzin whudolhti' 'et whunailnih

   ᑔᘉᔆᙌᐣ ᐧ ᗘᑎᒡᗠ  ᐧᐈᐪ ᗘᘇᐉᑊᘆᑋ
Sunday150 you honour151 that you-remember

Remember to honour Sunday.

4
Mba cha nloo cha budilhti'

ᒼᗭ  ᙠ  ᐣᘢ  ᙠ ᗪᑔᒡᗠᐧ
your-father also152 your-mother also you-honour-them153

Honour your father and your mother.

5
Nesolhghelh junih

ᘅᙏᒡᗍᒡ ᘗᘆᑋ
you-kill-people154 let not

Let you not kill one.

6

150 Dimosdzin “Sunday” combines Dimos, from French Dimanche “Sunday” with 
Carrier dzin “day”.

151 whudolhti' is the optative affirmative of “to honour” with second person singular 
subject and areal object. Its object is areal because a day is a period of time.

152 A cha B cha is a way of saying “(both) A and B”.
153 budilhti' is the imperfective affirmative of “to honour” with 2s subject and 3dp 

object.
154 The verb here is the optative affirmative with second person singular subject of “to 

kill (one or two)”. The corresponding imperfective is nesilhghe. The prefix ne- is 
the first person plural/indefinite object marker. A naive interpretation would be 
“don't kill the two of us”, but here ne- is to be given the indefinite interpretation of 
“one, someone”. Carrier uses different verbs for killing one or two beings and 
killing three or more.
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Ts'eke nandunont'ih junih

 ᙪᗸ ᘇᐣᑐᘃᐣᗦᑋ ᘗᘆᑋ
woman you-steal155 let not

Let you not steal a woman.

7
'Undunont'ih junih

ᐧᐅᐣᑐᘃᐣᗦᑋ ᘗᘆᑋ
you-steal156 let not

Let you not steal.

8
Ndoghi nalh 'uyoone ba honts'it junih

 ᐣᑎᗎ  ᘇᒡ ᐧᐅᘎᘅ ᗭ ᐱᐣᙫ ᘗᘆᑋ
the Above before157 other people158 for you lie159 let not

Let you not lie for other people in the presence of the Above.

9
'Uyoone 'at ha'nonzin junih

 ᐧᐅᘎᘅ ᐧᐊᐪ ᐸᐧᘃᐣᙄᐣ ᘗᘆᑋ
other people wife you-want160 let not

Let you not want other people's wives.

155 This verb has no object marker since its object is the Noun Phrase ts'eke “woman”.
156 This verb contains the unspecified object marker since it is not accompanied by an 

object Noun Phrase.
157 In the sense of “in the presence of”. “to speak in the presence of the Above” means 

“to take an oath, swear”.
158 The word “other”, like the other Carrier adjectives, has three forms: non-human 

('uyoo), human singular ('uyoon), and human plural ('uyoon-ne).
159 honts'it is the optative affirmative with 2s subject corresponding to the 

imperfective hoonts'it.
160 ha'nonzin is the optative affirmative with 2s subject corresponding to the 

imperfective ha'ninzun. The Southern dialects have ka- rather than ha-, e.g. 
ka'nonzin.
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10
'Uyoon-ne ch'e' ha'nonzin junih

 ᐧᐅᘎᐣᘅ ᘟᐧ ᐸᐧᘃᐣᙄᐣ ᘗᘆᑋ
other people property161 you-want let not

Let you not want other people's property.

161 ch'e' is not a free-standing noun - it is always possessed and is usually used to form 
the counterparts of the English possessive pronouns, e.g. sch'e' “mine”, nch'e'  
“yours”. It would be better Carrier to say 'uyoon buch'e'.
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The Trinitarian Formula
Most Christians recite the Trinitarian Formula when conducting a 
baptism. Roman Catholics also recite it before some prayers and when 
making the sign of the cross. It ultimately descends from the Greek: ε ςἰ  
τ  νομα το  Πατρ ς κα  το  Υ ο  κα  το  γίου Πνεύματος ὸ ὄ ῦ ὸ ὶ ῦ ἱ ῦ ὶ ῦ Ἁ and is 
familiar to many in its Latin version: In nomine patris, et filii, et spiritus  
sancti.

Ba cha ye' cha Ndoni cha buboozi'

ᗭ ᙠ ᘑᐧ ᙠ ᐣᑎᘆ ᙠ ᗪᗨᙄ

father162 also son also Holy Spirit163 also their name164

(In)165 the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

In some contexts the formula is followed by Ndohone ᐣᑎᐱᘅ “amen”.

162 It is very unusual for kinship terms such as “father” and “son” to be used as 
separate words without possessive prefixes.  We would normally expect 'uba 
“someone's father, a father” and 'uye' “someone's son, a son” if it is not desired to 
indicate whose father or son we are talking about, but these are too indefinite for 
this situation since we are talking about a particular father and son. It is not entirely 
clear why the formula is not: Neba cha ooye' cha Ndoni cha buboozi', “in the 
names of Our Father, His Son, and the Holy Spirit”.

163 Literally, “above mind”, which is to say “heavenly mind”.
164 -oozi' “name” is one of the rare nouns whose stem begins with a vowel. bub- is the 

third person duo-plural possessive prefix.
165 The Carrier version does not contain any equivalent to English “in”.


